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WHY THIS BOOK? 

Three reasons:  Because science has made modern life possible and will continue to improve your lives.  

Because science provides a way of thinking that is useful in solving all sorts of problems.  Because little 

pieces make more sense if you see where they fit in the whole.  

Scientific knowledge has brought us from living in caves to living like kings did only a century ago: we eat 

food from all over the world, ride in our cars with hundreds of horsepower, and have lots of leisure time 

to consider our kingdoms.  The future will bring cloned organs and productive lifespans perhaps 120 

years long.   

Science provides a useful way of solving problems.  It is democratic and international.  As a middle 

school science teacher for many years I got all sorts of comments from parents—from concerns that I 

was ruining their careers by challenging them (the girl’s mother who said this is now a proud parent of a 

teacher!) , to the outrageous claim from one father that, “There would be no problems in the world if 

there were more science teachers like you.”  As much as I would like to be of service to humankind, this 

is clearly an exaggerated claim; however, the truth in it is that many of the world’s problems are due to 

ignorance and a more objective scientific look at things often helps.  The whole purpose of science is to 

determine the cause of things.  It is also self-aware that our view of things will change when we come up 
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with new ways of seeing and thinking.  The more people can focus on which phenomena we can agree 

about without wasting a lot of time, the better able we will be to solve non-scientific issues.   

Evolution is a good example.  There is a tremendous amount of evidence that all organisms are related 

and that we all descended from one common ancestor soon after life arose on the Earth.  This is a fact, 

like gravity pulls us down.  Science does not have anything to say about a deity’s involvement in making 

things work.  Religious belief deals with other ways of knowing that aren’t subject to scientific 

measurements.  Many scientists are very religious, like Galileo, who ran into trouble with the Church 

because of the evidence he found that the Earth wasn’t the center of the universe.  He said, “The Bible 

teaches how one goes to Heaven, not how the heavens go.”  Many also find religious inspiration through 

scientific discoveries.   There is no necessary contradiction between religion and science.   So when 

someone says he does not believe in evolution, he probably means that he believes evolution is not 

random… because evolution itself isn’t something you can or can’t believe in.   This is an example of how 

scientific knowledge can cut down on the number of things we have to argue about.   

OK, so science has made modern life possible and explained many things we didn’t know about before.  

And it provides an objective way of thinking that can help us avoid controversy.  That’s good enough for 

me, why, as a young student, do I have to know all the stuff in this book?  Why aren’t butterflies and 

rainforests enough?  Good question!   The answer is that science all fits together.  It’s like just going to 

the Air and Space Museum on the National Mall each time you visit instead of visiting one of the other 

12 museums there occasionally.  There are different branches of science but they all make one tree.  

You experience them all everyday—physics is falling down and kicking a ball, chemistry is cooking and 

medicines and biology is growing up and getting sick.  Science so strongly affects our lives that you must 

know a certain amount to make good decisions.  Otherwise, non-scientific claims by people who want 

your money might fool you. 

The other thing about science is that it uses all the other skills you use in school—many consider it a 

foreign language (ha!), you do a lot of math in science class, as well as study history and learn how to 

read and write better.   To conclude—getting a broad picture of science, from the Big Bang to possible 

futures, will help you understand the pieces you learn better; it will make you a better student and 

citizen, and it will help you understand our history and envision a more positive future for us.   

A NOTE ON THE SUBTITLE: 

“Everything You Need to Know about Science before High School” 

This is obviously an audacious claim.   My main goal is to briefly identify key concepts and historical eras 

so that you have a framework to attach all your science learning.  You can actually literally do this with 

something like LiveBinders.  Hopefully the many key word search suggestions in the summaries will 

encourage you to explore further.  I have purposely left out things I’m quite sure you will be taught.  

Again, the idea is to give you an overview and a framework so it all makes more sense.   

The more I learn about history the more I realize how many important people are left out of history 

books.  By being brief I leave out many people too, yet some I mention you may not have heard about 

and maybe you’ll understand better how some of the ones you do know about built on each other’s 

work.   The ultimate goal, of course, is for you to realize the history you make every day by your 

conscious decisions to improve yourself and help the people around you.   
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Once Upon a Time 

Once upon a time there was nothing…well, almost nothing, just a clump of energy about the size of a 

baseball.*  Scientists don’t really know where that ball of energy came from but they know what 

happened to it.  IT EXPLODED!  It exploded like nothing ever has since.   

[* It gets even crazier than that because most of that baseball-sized energy was matter and antimatter, 

which destroyed each other right away, leaving just a billionth of the baseball left to form all the existing 

matter, over 95% of which scientists think we can’t see (search dark matter).  So the whole visible 

universe came from under 5% of a billionth of the baseball!] 

At first it was so hot not even atoms existed.   Atoms are the building blocks that make up all things we 

can touch.  They’re like letters of the alphabet that can make any number of words, except they 

combine to make you, me, the tables, oatmeal, trees… But as the exploding cloud cooled, atoms did 

form, simple ones mainly, then gasses formed, then stars and planets, like our Earth.  The cloud is still 

expanding, making our universe bigger all the time, although gravity should have started pulling it back 

together again by now (search dark energy).   Our little solar system: the Sun, the Earth and the other 

planets is one of billions in our galaxy, the Milky Way, which is one of billions of other galaxies in the 

universe.   

A billion is a very big number… 

Say “One Mississippi” over and over again.  You would have to say that all day and all night for over 31 

years to say it a billion times!  To repeat, there are billions of stars in our galaxy and billions of galaxies in 

our in our universe—all coming from a small ball of energy!   Sounds impossible, right?  But that’s what’s 

so exciting about science.  We are constantly learning things that are so amazing they are hard to 

believe.   

Now that you know how much a billion is, that first explosion, called the Big Bang, happened over 13 

billion years ago (13.85, actually).   Things didn’t cool down enough for our Earth to form until about 

four and a half billion years ago.  But the brand new Earth was very hot.  It took another couple of billion 

years for it to cool enough so the oceans could form and the atmosphere stabilize (the atmosphere is 

the blanket of air covering the Earth, starting from the ground and going a couple hundred miles up!).  

But we wouldn’t have been able to live on that Earth because there was no oxygen in the air.  We need 

to breathe in oxygen so the cells that make up our bodies can break down the food we eat into energy.   

Actually, there was no life on Earth at all until about 2 billion years ago.  The first creatures were made 

up of single cells, like our modern bacteria.  Bacteria don’t have a nucleus or other internal, membrane-

bound organelles like our body cells do.  They’re called prokaryotes.   

Then, it seems, different kinds of bacteria, and maybe even viruses (search Mimi virus), got together and 

made eukaryotes, with nuclei and organelles like mitochondria (which break down food into cellular 

energy) and chloroplasts (those green things that make sugar and oxygen out of sunlight, carbon dioxide 

and water).  For the first billion and a half years life existed, nothing more complex than a sponge 

evolved.  Sponges are considered the first animals because they have cells with separate functions 

which work together to make a whole organism.   
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Evolution: How You Got to Be You 

Before we go on we need to talk a little more about how new kinds of life come about.  It happens 

through a process called evolution.  All forms of life on Earth are related to each other and almost all 

came from a common relative (ancestor) long ago (somewhere in the first billion years of life).  We know 

this because of the change in fossils over time and by comparing the DNA of different creatures.  

DNA is called the code of life.  It stands for Deoxyribonucleic Acid.  It carries the instructions to make 

each kind of cell.  It tells the cell what it should be and do and for how long.  It does this by making 

proteins—cell structures and cell regulators (like enzymes).  The code is very simple.  It’s a binary code 

like Morse code or the digital code computers use.   It matches A with T and G with C.  The arrangement 

of these letters brings up to twenty kinds of amino acids together to make up to 20,000 different kinds 

of proteins that make each organism what it is—you don’t look anything like a sponge, do you?  That’s 

because you are made up of different proteins than a sponge (each individual cell may be made up of 

2000 different proteins).  

A change in any letter or letters in the sequence is called a mutation and may end up coding for a 

different amino acid which makes a different protein.  The idea of evolution is that changes in DNA due 

to errors in copying, or environmental influences like radiation from the Sun, lead to differing traits (you 

came from one cell and are now 15 million million cells, all of which had to be copied repeatedly as they 

died and needed to be replaced, mostly without error, for your nose and ears to stay in the right place!).   

Some of these traits may be more likely to help an organism survive in a particular environment and 

pass on the favorable traits (called adaptations) to its offspring.   If enough of these changes build up it 

may lead to a new kind of organism.   We often think of mutations as bad but billions of good ones led 

from bacteria to us!   Yes, you are a mutant!  (The rate of mutation in humans is about 1/30 million base 

pairs, which means that each child is born with about 150 mutations and we are; therefore, still 

evolving.) (search natural selection and Charles Darwin) 

Once evolution comes up with something that works, like how to get body parts to grow in the right 

place (search Hox gene), it sticks with it, so fruit flies and humans have the same code for arranging their 

body parts.  Also, evolution often builds complexity simply through repetition.  For example, to make a 

big brain from a small brain, you just make more copies of the “make a brain” code.   

Genes are stretches of DNA that code for proteins that carry out a certain function.  Of course, it gets 

more complicated than that because the same genes work together with other genes to do different 

things.  Also, the environment and our experiences can influence which genes are turned on and off.  

For example, when a mother rat licks her babies it turns on genes to make them less aggressive and help 

them gain weight.  This concept is called the epigenome—or the “above the genome” –the genome 

being the whole sequence of our DNA (about 3 billion Adenine, Thymine, Guanine, and Cytosines).  

Between the genome and the gene are the chromosomes.  An allele is one kind of gene with more than 

one variety—like for dark skin or light skin—so it comes last.   
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EPIGENOME 

GENOME 

CHROMOSOME 

GENE 

ALLELE 

Chromosomes are tightly bound stretches of DNA that form during cell division.  Before they appear, 

copies of them have already been made so that each new cell can have a complete copy of what the 

mother cell had (she actually had two pairs of each chromosome to begin with, unless she was a sex 

cell).  Genes reside on certain parts of different chromosomes.   

OK, so evolution is caused by mutations that change proteins.  To repeat, there weren’t any organisms 

more complicated than sponges until about 1.5 billion years after the first organism appeared, probably 

in cell-sized rock pockets over hydrogen vents at the bottom of the ocean (hydrogen reacts with iron in 

the rock to form amino acids!).  Then about 500 million years ago (half a billion) there was a great burst 

of evolution.   

 

Life Takes Off: The Cambrian Explosion 

Science and religion have more in common than you might think.  Both a scientific journey and a 

religious journey proceed from one strongly held belief to another, the result of each being a deeper 

truth.  The geologist who found the Burgess Shale fossils hid them away because he was afraid their 

lessons would not be welcomed by the then current belief that evolution needs to be extremely gradual.  

What the Burgess Shale fossils showed was that over about 200 million years (sounds like a long time?—

not compared to the age of the earth!) all the major ways of living that now exists appeared in the 

Canadian stone.    

It represented the end of the pre-Cambrian period and is called the Cambrian Explosion.  The burst of 

evolution may have been due to rising oxygen levels or carbon dioxide levels (that warmed the Earth) or 

more radiation or some combination of these but no one really knows for sure. Another explanation is 

that life had to get to the point where complicated body systems could arise, and then things could 

happen much more quickly.   Like when humans started using electricity, soon there were telegraphs, 

telephones, radios, computers and now smartphones, in less than a century, and the pace of 

technological change just keeps increasing.  It has also recently been recognized that natural disasters 

like asteroid impacts, giant volcanoes, continental drift, solar flares, the shifting magnetic field of the 

Earth (which protects us from dangerous radiation) and climate change in general, have surely led to 

drastic changes in evolution.   

It’s hard to exaggerate how many incredible ways life has found to thrive.  We tend to focus on 

vertebrates like us and maybe a little on insects and bacteria, yet each of the following creatures came 

up with unique ways of getting along during the Cambrian Explosion (search Shape of Life on PBS). 
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SPONGES:  the first animal. 

JELLYFISH:  the first mobile animals. 

FLATWORMS:  the first with heads and the first hunters.   

INSECTS:  the most prevalent and diverse of animals (beetles being the most common…there is even one 

kind of beetle that pretends to be the leg of an ant!) 

SHELLFISH:  experts in armor. 

STARFISH:  no brain but very strong and versatile. 

ROUNDWORMS:  live everywhere, including in human guts! 

CHORDATES:  the first backbone.  (This is us!  First fish then amphibians and reptiles, then birds, then 

mammals.  We probably hiccup because our salamander ancestors hiccup to switch from gills to lungs!) 

Evolution led to many changes in plant life as well—from algae (in the ocean), to moss (first land plants) 

to ferns (first vascular plants) to flowering plants (Yum! All fruits are the ovaries of flowering plants.) 

Scientists classify organisms to understand their background, possible uses, relationship to other 

organisms and to simply have a common name to call them, so everyone who discovers a creature 

doesn’t call it something different.  Our human address on the tree of life is: 

Eukaryote 

Animal 

Chordate (backboned) 

Primate 

Hominid 

Homo 

Sapiens 

 

 

Here is the whole tree of life: 
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What Makes Human’s Unique? 

We have really big brains relative to the size of the rest of our bodies.  The cerebrum or cortex is 

particularly large.  This is the part that enables us to be so clever and remember so much, most of the 

time.  The older parts of our brain are similar to those of other animals and help us respond quickly 

when we’re afraid or in danger.  So the question is, how did our big brains evolve?  Our ancestors all 

lived in trees and ate fruit, that’s why we still need to eat lots of fruit and vegetables, they were so easy 

for our relatives in the trees to get.  About 20 million years ago things changed in Africa, where all 

human-like creatures (hominids) lived.  The land rose and the forest turned to grassland (search Great 

Rift Valley).    

Hominids needed to see over the grass and walk for long distances, so they stood up.  Standing up 

changed the position of a horseshoe-shaped bone in their throats called the hyoid bone.  This made it 

possible for them to make more sounds.  Maybe talking just led to more talking and that’s why their 

brains got bigger.  Maybe freeing the hands and shifting the thumb a little bit (making them opposable) 

enabled them to make tools and start drawing symbols in the dirt and on cave walls…giving them more 

to talk about!  Maybe using fire and cooking meat gave them more energy to support bigger brains and 

encouraged them to share recipes!   
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After we got our big brains, actually from one female, affectionately called Eve, who lived in Africa about 

200,000 years ago (search mitochondrial Eve), we started traveling out of Africa.  There seemed to have 

been several separate migrations but the first one began about 100,000 years ago.  Africans still have 

the greatest variety of DNA than any other populations, meaning that Eve’s grandchildren lived 

throughout Africa for many generations.  I guess they finally ran out of things to talk about in Africa and 

sought new adventures, or more likely, more food.  The sense of this is that migration began with 

certain family groups with a small variation in DNA between the members.  They then went on to settle 

much larger areas.  Native Americans have the least diverse DNA than any other population, which 

certainly means only small groups made it across the Bering Strait and/or across the oceans to populate 

all of North and South America.   

 

Agriculture Makes Cities Possible 

Humans started out as hunter-gathers, that is, they harvested what plants and animals were already 

nearby.  Therefore, small groups needed large areas to support them.  Their survival depended on 

knowing the names, habits, nutritional value and seasons of hundreds of plants and animals.  The men 

usually hunted and the women usually gathered the plants.  Women today tend to have a better sense 

of taste and smell than men.  Maybe this is because, since women did the plant testing, if they failed to 

detect that a plant was poisonous, usually by its bitter taste, they were the ones who died and therefore 

they couldn’t pass their less than perfect smelling genes on.   Ladies’ good sense of smell may also make 

it more likely they will find the right husband!  It has been shown that healthy men give off a certain 

smell (pheromone) that women can detect in very small amounts (actually just by smelling their tee-

shirts!). 

Certainly, in the search for food, there must have been much trial and error and a premium put on 

carefully passing on the knowledge gained from each generation (the talking thing again!)  As an 

example of how attentive the gatherers must have been let me mention an animal called a tapir in 

South America.   Tapirs eat a certain clay before they eat plants that other animals can’t because the 

plants contain toxins.  Amazingly the clay removes the toxins from the plants so that the tapirs can get 

the plant’s nutrients without being poisoned.  The local people must have watched this because they eat 

the clay too before they eat the poison plants!  Isn’t much easier just to go to the grocery store?! 

We can easily visualize early humans raising a lost wolf-pup as a pet and tending small plots of naturally 

planted vegetables.   But wherever large groups of humans lived they invented agriculture.  This started 

about 10,000 years ago.  They got serious and started gathering seeds of their favorite plants and, 

instead of eating the best ones, they saved them for the next season and planted them intentionally.  

They learned how to plant certain combinations of plants to get the most out of all of them, combining 

beans and corn, for example.  They also started raising wild animals in groups.  All our cattle, that we eat 

for meat and milk for, well, milk, originally came from the auroch, a very large grazing animal.  Imagine 

being the first person to get the crazy idea to walk up and try to milk a wild cow standing taller than you!   

 “Um, excuse me ma’am, do you mind if I take a little of your milk to feed my kids? I would really 

appreciate it if you would hold still while I yank on your sensitive parts and please don’t kick my head 

off!”   
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It’s hard for us to appreciate being hungry enough to try anything to get food. 

This changed EVERYTHING.  With agriculture, previously unheard of large groups of people could live in 

the same place (maybe hundreds of thousands of people).   Modern cities with millions of people exist 

because of agriculture and the invention of refrigeration.  SOME people had free time and instead of 

everyone making everything they needed to survive, people could specialize.  Some became potters, 

soldiers, blacksmiths, cobblers, coopers, tailors, poets, philosophers (the first scientists called 

themselves philosophers), musicians, healers, and kings.  In modern life we take many things for 

granted.  In fact we live better than kings did just a few dozen decades ago.  In large part we have our 

agricultural system to thank for this.   Just a few hundred years ago, at the time of the American 

Revolution, 96% of the population were full time farmers.  That left 4% to do everything else.  Today, the 

situation is reversed: 4% farm (many part time) and 96% of the rest of us are free to do other things.  

This is not true in the most populated countries where many have a hard time just growing enough to 

feed their families.   

Agriculture made it possible for large groups of people to live in the same place for long periods of time.  

It also permanently changed our relationship with nature, affecting our bodies, inside and out.   Few 

people now have to know the habits of hundreds of different creatures and plants in order to survive.   

Most of us don’t really know where our food comes from.  With lots of people close together diseases 

and pests built up, causing much more illness and death.  Diets became less diverse and caused 

malnutrition.   Powerful people were able to get food even when it was in short supply, causing riots and 

rebellion and starvation.  Our dependence on many fewer kinds of plants and animals meant that if one 

crop failed or a disease spread among our livestock, many more people would go hungry (search Irish 

potato famine and genetic diversity).  

Normally a beneficial mutation spreads rather slowly through a population because it arises in only a 

few individuals to start with.   However, if that good mutation, or adaptation, is the only trait keeping 

you from starving to death, then it will spread quickly because everyone else is dead (search selective 

sweep).  This seems to have occurred several different times in Africa with the gene that allows adults to 

digest milk (search lactose intolerance).  You know, human babies drink their mother’s milk for only a 

few years at most then would normally lose their ability to digest it.  However, once humans started 

raising cattle, those that had a gene that allowed them to digest milk, instead of getting really sick when 

they drank it, were able to survive when the others couldn’t.   

Recently it has been discovered that many people are allergic to gluten, a protein in wheat that makes 

bread chewy, and is found in most western foods.  Obviously, without other options like rice and corn to 

eat these folks wouldn’t have survived either. 

Modern diets contribute to many ills.  Our bodies evolved to store fat in order to survive periods during 

the year when food was scarce.  In nature we literally couldn’t find enough fat and sugar to consume.  

For example, in tropical countries, the children get much needed fat when the avocado trees bear fruit 

and this helps them be less skinny for awhile.  Now, many children in the north eat more sugar and fat 

than any other nutrients.    

Any disease has multiple effects, and often causes, but a new line of thought suggests that modern life is 

messing up the other creatures that coevolved with us.  For example, we have more bacterial cells and 

viruses and fungus on us and in us than we do cells of our own.  Since Pasteur started heating wine (to 
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pasteurize it!) we have been taught that all bacteria are bad, yet we are finding that bacteria do good 

things for us too, such as regulate our fat intake and help us absorb vitamins (search also Semmelweis, 

Koch and germ theory).  And the balance of bacteria is important.  Good bacteria keep bad bacteria 

from hurting us (search probiotics).   

In fact, this new discovery has changed our view of the appendix as a vestigial organ.  Vestigial parts are 

evidence for evolution.  For example, we have tail bones but no tails anymore (although, very rarely 

some children are still born with them—don’t worry, they are easily removed!).   Another example are 

whales, which have hip bones that aren’t connected to anything anymore because they evolved from 

dog-like creatures (mammals, not fish) and have the same bones in their flippers that we have in our 

hands (search reverse evolution).   Anyway, the appendix, a little pocket-like pouch attached to the 

intestines, in now thought to hold good bacteria that could recolonize (or re- colon-ize!) the gut after a 

bad case of diarrhea, like from cholera.  People in poor countries, who still get diseases like cholera, 

don’t usually get appendicitis (which is when the appendix bursts and infects the abdomen—which you 

may call your tummy, but your stomach is actually up in your rib cage on your left side).  However we 

rich people sometimes do get appendicitis because that good bacteria in the appendix doesn’t have 

anything to do for long periods of time and goes rouge.   

Also, there is another theory emerging that our immune systems (that is, how our bodies defend us 

against invaders) are going wacky due to the lack of parasites in our bodies.  Parasites are things like 

worms that feed off of us.  Again, parasites are common among the poor in tropical countries.  But we 

don’t get them very often because of our toilets, clean water and sanitary food preparation.  However, 

we suffer from diseases they don’t, including heart disease, arthritis, diabetes, Lupus and asthma.   

There is some evidence that, since our bodies spent most of our evolutionary past with parasites our 

bodies are now confused and attacking themselves (search autoimmune diseases).  The trick is then to 

figure out how to tell our bodies to relax because the old problem is not there anymore (progress has 

been made at suppressing B cells, which tell other immune cells what to attack). 

Another thing modern life has changed is our sleep.  Before electric lights people went to bed when the 

Sun went down and slept until about midnight.  Then they woke up for awhile and talked, wrote poetry, 

had babies and got to know each other better.  This is when everyone slept in one room, if they had a 

room.  Then they went to sleep until dawn.  They called this first and second sleep.  So, if you wake up in 

the middle of the night and can’t get back to sleep immediately, it’s just genetic.  One theory explaining 

why people’s sleep patterns change throughout their lives is that, in the cave, where babies, gramas, 

teens and adults are sleeping together, someone is likely to be awake at any one time.  Maybe this is so 

that whomever’s awake can save the family from getting eaten by a mountain lion! 

Just recently scientists are starting to look at sleep more because we spend a third of our life doing it 

and poor sleep seems to be related to a lot of modern diseases, like those mentioned above, plus 

depression, which is depressing.  

The question comes up, if we have removed ourselves from nature, are we still evolving?  It is telling 

that 99.9% of all organisms that have ever evolved are now extinct.  So not becoming extinct is very 

rare.  Only 18 other humans have ever lived for each one of us that is now here, so we haven’t been 

around for very long.  Humans have the ability to reshape our environment (make houses, igloos, 

clothing, heating, AC, space stations, etc.) far beyond any other creature.   Technology (science!) has 

gotten us through so far despite dire warnings from Malthus and others.   
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Our survival certainly depends on the “evolution” of our social behaviors, like favoring reason and 

cooperation over conflict and war.  It seems like we are moving in the right direction.  Drastic 

improvement in communications through the Internet and smartphones is making the world a much 

smaller place.  Injustices anywhere come to light very quickly.   Cultural differences that may cause 

conflict are melting away from people’s desire for knowledge and freedom.  This evolutionary path 

seems much more important than recent physical changes from our hominid ancestors: the loss of our 

second set of molars (wisdom teeth) and body hair (to cut down on lice).   

 

The First Civilizations and the Rise of Science 

All the oldest civilizations arose with agriculture about 10,000 years ago: in the Middle East, China and 

New Guinea.  Others arose about 5,000 years ago in North and South America and sub-Saharan Africa.   

With the invention of writing, knowledge could be stored and added to with every generation (giving 

people more to talk about!).   About 2,500 years ago, in ancient Greece, some people were so well fed 

and had so much extra time, that things got very sophisticated.  These philosophers or “lovers of 

knowledge” developed rules of logic, or an organized way of thinking that could be analyzed and tested.   

The more famous ones include Socrates, Plato and Aristotle.    

Aristotle’s father was a physician, which perhaps made him more inclined to use these rules in looking at 

nature.   He came up with clever ideas on motion, matter and many other scientific things.   He was so 

smart that for the longest time people thought, that because he said it, it must be right.  Modern science 

values testable, measurable, repeatable experimental data, and cares much less about who comes up 

with the ideas.  But Aristotle gave us a great start.   

Other philosophers started using math to explain things.  We were all taught that no one knew the Earth 

was round until Columbus made it to America, but in about 200 BC, Eratosthenes very accurately 

measured how big around the Earth was (its circumference).  He was told that the Sun shone directly 

into a well in a city called Syene at a certain day of the year, making it directly overhead.  Based on the 

angle of a shadow made on a column in his home town that day, he was able to figure out what part of a 

whole circle the distance between Syene and him was (1/50th), so the circumference was 50 times that 

distance.   Then there was Aristarchus, who, at about the same time, measured the size of the Sun 

compared to the moon and their relative distances from the Earth and concluded that the Sun was much 

bigger than the Earth and much further away, so it was probably the center of the “universe” not the 

Earth.   Remember, Galileo got in trouble for suggesting this very thing 2000 years later! (search  also 

Copernicus) 

The Roman Empire was very big and successful for centuries.  They fiercely conquered other peoples 

and then adopted their best ideas, encouraging the pursuit of knowledge.  A great library existed in 

Alexandria, Egypt, that contained almost every book that was written (the “books” were actually scrolls).  

It was founded in 283 BC.  There are many stories about when it may have been destroyed but a well-

known lady philosopher named Hypatia is considered to have been the last philosopher to teach at the 

museum that held the library until she was killed by a mob in about 412 AD.   Hypatia made geometry 

understandable to her students and also taught astronomy and philosophy.   This was about the time 

that Rome itself started being attacked by invaders mainly interested in taking things of value and who 
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destroyed things they couldn’t ride away with or appreciate, like the library.   This was the start of the 

Dark Ages in Europe because western society plunged into ignorance, fear and grinding hard work for 

the majority of people, who served a few privileged warlords because they could offer some protection, 

after the framework of the Roman Empire fell away.   

The great learning that the Greeks began was lost to Europe (although it appears some Irish monks 

made some copies, search How the Irish Saved Civilization).   However, scientific progress continued in 

the Muslim world (with help from the Hindus and Persians) as well as China.  Both made great progress 

in medicine, math, engineering and astronomy.  The Arabs invented algebra and the concept of zero.  

The Chinese invented gunpowder and built the biggest ships that have ever sailed.   

The Dark Ages lasted a thousand years, until about 1400 AD, when the Renaissance, meaning “rebirth” 

began in Italy.   During the Crusades, Europeans came in contact with Arab advances in science and their 

translations of the ancient Greek works (search Alelard of Bath).   Europeans started discussing Plato, 

who had been a student of Socrates.  Plato had many wise things to say about many subjects, including: 

 “Good people do not need laws to tell them to act responsibly, while bad people will find a way  

 around the laws.” 

 “Love is a serious mental illness.” 

 “You can discover more about a person in an hour of play than in a year of conversation.” 

The old ideas led to new ways of thinking and representing the world.  Math began to be used again to 

explain natural things.  The Renaissance eventually spread throughout Europe.  

 

Galileo, Newton and Lavoisier: The First Modern Scientists 

Astronomy used to be everyone’s business.  Studying the stars was how you decided when to plant, 

when to harvest, and how to find your way at night on land or at sea.  The stars were thought to control 

human activity.  The planets, or “wanderers”, held special significance because they zigzagged about 

while the stars traveled in fixed circles.   Astronomy got a big boost with the invention of the telescope 

in the early 1600’s.   One way to look at new technology, which is really just applied science, is that it 

expands our senses.   The telescope allows us to see things we didn’t know were there before.  It started 

as a toy made out of eyeglass lenses.  Galileo experimented with making lenses and was able to improve 

its resolution (how much it could see) by perhaps 20 times.  Then he pointed it up.  Nothing has been 

the same ever since.  He saw the moons of Jupiter, the phases of Venus and sunspots.  These discoveries 

questioned Aristotle’s ideas of the perfection of the heavens (search celestial spheres) and the 

commonly held idea that everything revolved around the Earth.   

The first users of new technology are often thought of as crazy.  “Everyone knows the Earth doesn’t 

move!  Do you feel it moving?”  Galileo just kept urging people to look through his telescope and see for 

themselves.  I guess people just generally prefer things not to change.  New ideas can be scary.  “What, 

we are on just a little speck of a planet?  Not the center of everything!”  Humbling, yet exciting…maybe 

there’s someone else out there! 
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Leeuwenhoek had the same problem, about 100 years later, when he ground tiny lenses so precisely 

that he was the first to see creatures living in a drop of water.  There are parallels in other aspects of life 

too. Visionaries of all sorts, in art, politics, religion, as well as science, are all called visionaries because 

they can “see” things others can’t.   

Galileo experimented in many areas.   His motion studies, completed while he was on house arrest after 

the “Earth moving” debacle, made modern life possible.  “Experiment” is the key term.   Aristotle 

basically just observed and thought about things.  This is not bad.  It is still very important for the 

advance of science.  Einstein did no new experiments of his own.  However, Galileo saw the value of 

experiments that could be repeated and therefore verified.  Galileo was surely inspired by his father 

who was a mathematician and musician who helped start opera.   His father at one point had strings of 

all different lengths hanging from the ceiling so he could test their various vibrations.  Too often we view 

science as dry and detached, yet its connection to art and beauty is what drives most discovery. 

Galileo was the first one to fully explain how something like an arrow can keep going after it leaves the 

bow (he called this impetus, the Chinese had made progress on this earlier).  He was also the first to 

provide proof that the Earth is just another planet and to relate the true nature of falling objects (they 

fall at the same rate, when air resistance is ignored).   

These findings inspired Newton (who was born just a few days before Galileo died) to develop his laws 

of motion and gravity, both of which were based on his hard thought out concept of acceleration, which, 

in turn, depended on a clear understanding of force.  Newton also invented a new form of math to 

explain all this (calculus).  For the first time in history humans could explain why the planets orbit the 

Sun!  These new insights, based on mathematics, made it possible to study and design new machines, 

like the steam engine, and get them where you want them to go, like the moon!  If Galileo started 

modern science (with help from lots of other clever people) then Newton started the Industrial 

Revolution, which freed us hominids from doing everything with muscle alone, either ours or that of our 

larger pets: horses, mules, oxen and water buffalo.   

Machines make work easier for us.  It is more natural to say that machines do work for us.  But 

technically, if we lift a box or a lever lifts a box, the same amount of work is done.  Work = Force x 

Distance.  Simple machines like levers and inclined planes reduce the amount of force required to lift 

something but they do it at the expense of needing a greater distance.  It is very easy to lift a car with a 

jack but you sure have to crank the handle a lot!   Newton’s second law of motion deals with 

acceleration: Force = Mass x Acceleration, or Acceleration =  Force / Mass.  This equation is used to 

figure out or derive many others.  It is commonly considered the most important equation in physics.  

Acceleration is confusing because it’s a rate of a rate.  It is how speed changes over a period of time.  

Clearly you accelerate if your speed increases.  Say your speed increases by 10 meters/sec every second.  

Well, after two seconds you’d be going 20 meters/sec and after 3 seconds 30 meters/sec… that’s not too 

hard, right?   

Newton gets us to about the time of the American Revolution when great strides in chemistry were 

being made.  Chemistry had been pursued for 1000’s of years but it was called alchemy.  Alchemy 

seemed magical because what else could explain why, when you heated an orange powder (mercury 

oxide) a silvery liquid metal appeared?  Today a chemical change is defined as taking one or more 

substances and making something else.   For example, the last peanut butter and jelly sandwich you ate 

is no longer peanuts, fruit and wheat but you!   Alchemists spent a lot of time trying to change cheap 
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substances, like lead, into gold.  Now we know that can’t be done because gold is an element, not a 

compound.  Elements are like letters in the alphabet, you can make all sorts of words with them 

(compounds) but you can’t have just part of a Z, it’s either a Z or it isn’t.   

Newton was considered the last alchemist (yes he did a lot of work in that too, plus optics and heat, in 

addition to the previously mentioned motion and math).   The genius of modern chemistry is Lavoisier.  

He was able to build such precise equipment (with money he got by mercilessly taxing French 

merchants) so that he was able to capture and weigh gasses coming out of his experiments.   He proved 

that elements combine in fixed amounts to form compounds and that no matter is lost in a chemical 

reaction (search Law of Conservation of Matter).  Like with Newton concerning motion, this made it 

possible to study and analyze chemical reactions enough to create all sorts of beneficial chemicals for us.  

Early progress began with dyes, to make clothing less boring and proceeded to soap, soda water, new 

drugs like aspirin, petroleum products, then fertilizers and explosives.   

 

The Electrical Age 

Lavoisier brings us to the late 1700’s.  Messing around with chemicals (acids and bases, which, of course, 

Newton worked on too!) made the first electric battery possible, which, with static generators, made all 

sorts of electrical experimentation possible.   Davy started using electricity to tear apart compounds (it’s 

called electrolysis).  His eyes were damaged when an experiment blew up in them so he got a 

bookbinder named Faraday to help (Faraday got Davy’s attention by making a book of his notes on 

Davy’s lectures for him).  Faraday was very interested in electricity.  Orsted, a high school science 

teacher, was one of the first to show that magnetism and electricity were related, by putting a compass 

next to a current-carrying wire.  Faraday had a belief that everything was connected by invisible forces 

(very much like the Star Wars force) and “saw” the lines of force around an electrified wire interacting 

with the field lines one could easily see around a magnet when you put it under a piece of paper and 

sprinkled iron filings.  He worked it out so that a stiff, electrified wire was spinning around in a pool of 

mercury due to the magnetism it created.   

This became the basis of electric motors and generators perfected by Tesla which made modern life 

possible.   The only object in your house that didn’t, at some point, need electricity or an electric motor 

to make, may be a rock you thought was pretty and you brought it in from your yard (in the day time!).   

Faraday was certain also that light was somehow related to electricity and magnetism.   He was proven 

correct by a mathematician named Maxwell, who, in three simple equations related everything there is 

to know about magnetism, electricity and light, now called electromagnetism.  Light is a bit of electricity 

that makes a bit of magnetism that makes a bit of electricity…and so on, forever!  We can now see light 

that has been traveling for 13 billion years with no additional push since it was created (by an electron 

jumping to a lower energy level inside an atom ).  Einstein used Maxwell’s equations to come up with all 

of his new ideas on gravity, time and space by thinking about what it would be like to travel along with a 

beam of light.   

So light is really a combination of electricity and magnetism: electromagnetism.  There are many kinds of 

electromagnetism we have come to depend on and enjoy.  Visible light is only one billionth of what’s 

called the electromagnetic spectrum. 
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http://mynasadata.larc.nasa.gov/science-processes/electromagnetic-diagram/ 

 

Here we can see that the E/M spectrum goes from radio to gamma rays.  Radio waves make our cell 

phones possible (they use FM radio waves).  You know what microwaves can do (think popcorn).  Your 

TV remotes use infrared rays.  Ultraviolet light from the Sun is what gives you skin cancer if you don’t 

wear your sunscreen.  X-rays will take a picture of your bones after you fall off the swing set.  And 

gamma rays will kill you pretty quickly if you don’t wear the right spacesuit walking around on Mars.   

Electromagnetic waves, unlike sound, can travel through the vacuum of space.  Good thing, otherwise 

no light could reach us from the Sun.   They bend in different ways when they go through different 

substances.  For example, blue light is caught by the air (which is mainly nitrogen molecules—because it 

matches their resonant frequency) and scattered in all directions, therefore making the sky appear blue 

when we’re near the surface of the Earth (which, I hope, is most of the time for you!).   Sunsets are red 

because the blue light gets filtered out due to the light passing through so much atmosphere when the 

sun is near the horizon.  All our current new knowledge about the stars and the larger universe comes 

from analyzing the light emitted by these distance objects.  This is called spectroscopy (you definitely 

have to search spectroscopy). 

All of this new learning started to come together into a new view of the world in the 1800’s as 

something that could be understood and managed and improved through science.  People who lived 

http://mynasadata.larc.nasa.gov/science-processes/electromagnetic-diagram/
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before 1900 had lived pretty much like generations did before them.   People born in 1900 would see 

tremendous change because of this previous learning and also due to our increased understanding of 

what matter is made of. 

The Atomic Age 

Among his many electrical experiments, Faraday tried to send a current through a vacuum tube.  He 

couldn’t get enough of the air out of the tube to make it work, but others succeeded and made a 

cathode ray tube.  These tubes eventually led to TV and computer monitors (screens), which gave 

people even more to talk about!  Such a tube led to the discovery of particles smaller than atoms.   JJ 

Thomson, in 1897, was able to deflect the beam shooting through a cathode ray tube with a magnetic 

field.  He correctly deduced that the stream was caused by extremely small particles with a specific 

charge.  At the time he said, “Could anything at first sight seem more impractical than a body which is so 

small that its mass is an insignificant fraction of the mass of an hydrogen atom?”  He called them 

“corpuscles”, but the name “electron”, proposed earlier by someone else (GJ Stoney) stuck and the 

charge was randomly chosen as negative.   

Well, if there are negative particles in an atom there must certainly be positive particles, which 

Rutherford accidently found in 1919 by shooting positive alpha particles at a piece of gold foil.  To his 

great surprise some bounced off the foil, which he said was like shooting a 15 inch artillery shell at a 

piece of toilet paper and having it ricochet off!   Opposite charges attract each other and like charges 

repel, so Rutherford concluded that the positive alpha particles were being repelled by something 

positive in the center of the gold atoms.  So he not only found the proton but the nucleus at the same 

time (search plum pudding model). 

Neutral particles (those with no charge) are trickier to find because they can’t be influenced by charged 

particles, except by getting smashed into by them.  Chadwick discovered the neutron by shooting alpha 

particles at a variety of substances and tracking the results of the collisions.  This wasn’t until 1932.   

So now we know that atoms are made up of electrons, protons and neutrons.  The protons and neutrons 

reside in a compact nucleus and contain by far most of the atom’s mass, because one electron is 

1/2000th the mass of a proton!  Neutrons are basically a proton and electron bound together (plus a 

neutrino).  The electrons hang out in definite energy levels and act like they are everywhere at once.  So 

even though atoms are mainly empty space, they seem solid.  These subatomic particles have since 

been found to be made up of six kinds of things called quarks.  These quarks may in turn be made up of 

even more fundamental stuff but we’re not yet certain (search String Theory and the theory of 

everything).  All of these smaller particles have been found by smashing protons into things faster and 

faster.  The most powerful accelerators now are on the hunt for the Higgs boson, which might be the 

thing that causes gravity (early results suggest the Higgs boson does exist).   

A better understanding of the structure of the atom led to knowledge about a unique kind of energy 

that comes out of some atoms called radioactivity, named by the famous Marie Curie.   Without a bunch 

of radioactive atoms inside the Earth we would have long ago frozen solid because radioactivity is what 

is keeping the inside of the Earth warm.  As you go deeper into the Earth the hotter it gets, making it 

dangerously hot for miners in very deep mines. 
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Radioactivity actually makes the alchemist dream come true, because, as atoms shed particles they 

change into lighter elements (search transmutation).   The number of protons in an element identifies 

which element it is.  It is called the atomic number and the elements in the periodic table go in sequence 

from 1 to 110.  Each row of the periodic table represents a different energy level and each column, a 

family of elements with the same number of outer shell electrons.   

The mass number refers to the number of protons and neutrons in the nucleus and is necessary to 

determine which isotope it is.  Isotopes have the same number of protons but different numbers of 

neutrons.  For example C-12 has six protons and six neutrons but radioactive carbon, C-14, has six 

protons and eight neutrons (6 + 8 = 14).  We’re mainly interested in isotopes for their radioactive 

properties (search carbon dating or radiometric dating).   However, we need to know about them to 

understand atomic mass numbers in the periodic table.   Those wacky, non-whole numbers, are really 

the weighted average atomic mass of all commonly occurring isotopes of an element.  Any sample of an 

element is going to have a mix of isotopes.  To get the weighted average you take the percent 

abundance of each isotope and multiply that by the mass of each isotope then add them all up.  The 

number you get should be the same as the atomic mass given in the periodic table (search commonly 

occurring isotopes).   

So, if you change the number of protons in an element you get another element and if you change the 

number of neutrons in an element you get a different isotope.   What happens when you change the 

number of electrons in an element or compound?  You get an ion: positive if you remove electrons, 

negative if you add electrons.  If you add something negative, it gets more negative, like if you get 

grounded and your smartphone gets taken away.   Ions play an important part in many chemical 

reactions and make acids and bases possible. 

When you split water into ions you get:  2 H2O  OH- +  H3O+   Or one hydroxide ion and one hydronium 

ion.  pH stands for the inverse log of hydronium ions, so a pH of 14 means you have 10-14  hydronium 

ions which is 0.00000000000001, a very small number.   If you have few hydronium ions you have a lot 

of hydroxide ions, giving you a base.  If you have relatively a lot of hydronium ions, with a smaller 

negative exponent number, then you have an acid.  If you have the same number of each, you basically 

have water and a neutral solution, at a pH of 7.  The pH scale is below.   

(http://staff.jccc.net/pdecell/chemistry/phscale.gif) 
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Einstein and Nuclear Power 

Radioactivity can make things glow, like the hands of watches.  To early observers it was clearly energy 

yet no one understood just how fearsome it could be until Einstein thought more about Maxwell’s 

equations and the nature of light.  He imagined what it would be like riding on a beam of light.  He saw 

that the equations suggested that nothing could go faster than a beam of light, and that light always had 

to go a specific speed for the electricity, magnetism, electricity thing to work (300,000 km/sec or about 

one foot in a billionth of a sec!).  This led him to the conclusion that time isn’t fixed as we intuitively 

know, but can change with speed.  Time appears to go slower when you are moving very fast.  He saw 

gravity as the result of heavy objects warping space-time so the straight line path of moving planets and 

moons become curved as they get caught around the vortex of even heavier objects (like those things 

you roll quarters into and they go round and round as they fall).  Einstein made the equation E=MC2
 

famous because he saw its connection to his “relativity” ideas (search 20 Things You Didn’t Know About 

Relativity).  

E stands for “energy”, M for “mass” and C is the speed of light.  The speed of light is a very big number 

so when you multiple it by itself (that is, square it) it is much, much larger.   The equation means that 

mass and energy can be changed into each other.   It also means that ripping apart a little mass can 

create a great deal of energy, so the mass in a pen could destroy a whole city if all its mass were 

converted.  After his findings Einstein became concerned that atomic weapons could be created and he 

urged the U.S. to be cautious during WWII about the Nazi’s building them first.  No one really knows 

how close the race was or how much of the Nazi progress was due to spying on the U.S. Manhattan 

Project or maybe even purposeful delay by conscientious scientists in the German project.   Yet there is 

no doubt that the fact that we got a working bomb first ended the war in our favor.  Ironically much of 

our progress was due to the contribution of German scientists who had been driven out by the Nazi’s.  

Lise Meitner, in exile in Sweden, was the first to get experimental proof of E=MC2.   Many other exiles 

worked directly with The Manhattan Project.   

The power of ripping apart atoms has been harnessed for peaceful means in the form of nuclear power 

plants.  These have always been very controversial because of the association with nuclear bombs and 

because of the toxicity of used up fuel from the plants.  However, nuclear power is getting a fresh look 

because of global warming due to the burning of fossil fuels.  Nuclear power plants don’t emit carbon.   

The energy dream is cold fusion.  Nuclear fusion is how the stars produce their energy.  They join 

together or fuse two hydrogen atoms to produce energy and a helium atom.  The problem on Earth is 

that it requires more energy to start this reaction than it produces, yet the dream, like the alchemists’, is 

to figure out a way around this.   

 

The Earth Moves Again: The Rise of Earth Science 

Obviously the Earth has been mapped and mined and studied with great interest since we started 

walking around.  Discovery of useful metals, minerals for dyes and medicines, rocks with useful 

properties, like being able to make arrowheads out of them, all contributed to our understanding of 
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what the Earth was made.   I am choosing Wegener’s idea of continental drift as a landmark for this 

section.  Like Galileo who said the Earth moved and was ridiculed, Wegener, an astronomer and 

meteorologist, in 1915, suggested that the surface of the Earth has been moving apart for over 300 

million years!   He compared the shapes of the continents and similar fossils and rock types separated by 

huge oceans.  Most people thought he was crazy, until the 1950s when new technology allowed us to 

image the bottom of the ocean and we saw new crust being formed at the juncture of giant rock plates 

holding the continents.  They move about as fast as your fingernails grow and will eventually rejoin.  

When the plates collide they either push up mountains or one ducks under the other.  The best place to 

find active volcanoes is where the plates split apart because lava can more easily seep up there.   

Lava is molten rock that moves around by convection.  Lava forms igneous rock.  Metamorphic rock 

forms due to pressure and heat.  Fossils are once living things that have absorbed minerals and become 

rock.  Fossils can be dated by determining the age of the rock that they formed in.   The oldest fossils are 

stromatolites, formed by photosynthesizing bacteria that created enough oxygen to make the Earth 

habitable for us.   

Lava has iron in it so it is thought that the moving lava gives the Earth its magnetic field, which is a good 

thing because the magnetic field protects us from dangerous radiation coming from the Sun and the rest 

of space.  Lava that has solidified near the spreading plates shows that the Earth’s magnetic field has 

shifted every 10 thousand years or so.  These shifts may have allowed for periods of mutating radiation 

to help cause bursts of evolution (and mass extinctions!).   

The most common element in the universe is hydrogen.  The most common phase of matter is plasma: 

because this is what stars are made of.   The huge pressure due to gravity inside stars causes the 

hydrogen to fuse into helium and also causes heavier elements to form.   Stars go through life cycles 

where they expand, contract and blow up.  Our star, the Sun, has been around for about 5 billion years.  

In another 5 billion years it will expand and melt the Earth.  So we have plenty of time to figure out 

where else we can live before that happens.  But that also means that many of you should become 

scientists so you can star in a real-life adventure to save the human race! 

The surface of the Earth is alive: soil has thousands of different organisms in it that support plant life.  It 

takes about 400 years to make an inch of soil and much less time for it to wash away due to improper 

management.  It all begins with trees.  If you cut down trees they can’t absorb wind energy from storms 

or retain water nearby with their roots, resulting in the soil washing downhill or, as in the dust bowl 

(search it!) , getting blown away by the wind.  All Hairy Men Will Buy Razors is a mnemonic for air, 

humus (dead plant and animal material), minerals, water, bacteria and rock particles, the things that 

make up soil.   

Tropical soils are much different from the soils in temperate zones.  Where I come from, in Illinois, there 

are some places where dark, rich topsoil is 100 feet deep!  This is due to the prairie grasses that grew 

there for eons.  In the north, winters give the soil a chance to rest and build up fertility after the leaves 

fall, in, well, the fall.  However, in the tropics the soils never rest, in fact, there is not much to the soil 

because the plants have soaked up every available nutrient.  If you cut down the forest, there is nothing 

left for the soil to provide.   

Plants depend on the soil for water and minerals, including nitrogen compounds but they get most of 

their nutrients from the air.   That means you do to.  You are basically solar powered fixed gasses.  You 
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either eat plants directly or eat something that ate a plant.  Photosynthesis makes most of the life on 

Earth possible.  Special pigments in plants, mainly chlorophyll, absorb energy from the Sun and combine 

it with water and carbon dioxide to form carbohydrates (literally carbon joined with water) and oxygen.  

Plants also make proteins by adding a little nitrogen.  Plants don’t intentionally make these things for 

anyone except themselves.  They need the carbohydrates, proteins and oxygen to live and grow, 

through a process we use as well, called cellular respiration.   We breathe in oxygen so our cells can 

respire by burning their sugars in oxygen, much like combustion, except at much lower temperatures 

using enzymes, which is a good thing because you don’t want to burst into flames whenever you eat a 

burrito!    Fortunately, plants can’t run away when we want to eat them and they leak out plenty of 

oxygen through holes in their leaves called stomata, which they need open to bring in the carbon 

dioxide.   It is amazing to realize that carbon dioxide makes up only about 0.04 percent of the air around 

us, yet 60% of the dry weight of all the trees and plants around us is made from that carbon dioxide.   

Speaking of carbon dioxide, it plays a key role in affecting the temperature of the Earth.  It is a 

greenhouse gas, because it traps sunlight like the windows in your car, which, on a hot day, can make 

the seats too hot to sit on.  Too little makes the Earth too cold and too much makes it too hot.  Humans 

have been burning a lot of gasoline and coal, which were made with ancient plants, in our recent 

history.  This has made the Earth hotter than it would be otherwise.  So why not just turn up the AC?  

Well, it’s more complicated than that because weather is caused by temperature differences in air, so 

more heat somewhere means more cold somewhere else, and fiercer storms all around.  The biggest 

concern seems to be melting of the ice in the polar regions because this is raising sea levels and many of 

our finest cities are by the sea.  Also, a hotter climate is going to make it harder to grow food in 

temperate regions like the American Midwest, which is now called the breadbasket of the world, 

because they grow enough grain to feed the whole world (although most of it is fed to cattle).   

Of course, it’s generally colder in the winter in the northern hemisphere than the summer.  These 

seasons are caused by the tilt of the Earth not the distance from the Sun.  The Sun is actually closer to 

the Earth in winter.   It’s like the difference between putting your head directly under a light shade 

versus sitting next to it and doing your homework.  You can be the same distance away from the bulb, 

yet the direct light is much brighter.   

The water cycle is produced by weather.  It rains, then the water evaporates, either from plants, the soil 

or the surfaces of rivers and oceans.  The water vapor condenses as it rises and cools, but no one really 

knows why clouds form.  Maybe because of charged particles in the sky or dust.  Then it rains again 

when the droplets of water in the clouds get big enough.  You all know what the inside of a cloud feels 

like because you’ve all walked in the fog.  Fog is just a really low cloud.  You do know the sky begins at 

your feet, right?   

Other important cycles include nitrogen, carbon and oxygen (which we’ve already mentioned).   Nature 

is the great recycler.  You are recycled stardust.  You drink water that’s been peed out by dinosaurs and 

with every breath you take in a least one oxygen molecule that Abraham, Jesus, Mohammad or the 

Buddha breathed.  The proteins we eat come from poop and dead plants and animals.  All these cycles 

combine to make life possible on Earth for 2.5 billion years.  It has proven very hard to recreate this self-

sustaining biosphere, the Earth (search Biosphere 2), and led some to think of the Earth as one giant 

organism.   
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An ecosystem is a group of different organisms living in a specific place, so the Earth is one and so is a 

drop of water or your gut or a patch of your skin.  Recently scientists have found up to 184 different 

species of bacteria, many of them unique, on patches of human skin about the size of a watch.   

 

The Age of Biotechnology 

The age of biotechnology started with the ability to determine the sequence of nucleotide bases in DNA 

(those A, T, G, and Cs) rapidly using computers at the start of this century.  Remember there are 3 billion 

of these in one strand of your DNA!  What this meant is that it became much easier not only to 

determine the complete sequence (the genome) in any organism, but to figure out what each gene 

does.  If you know what a gene does in one organism you can transfer it to another and make pigs that 

glow in the dark (this is for real!).  You can also readily figure out how many different species of bacteria 

there are in your gut just by running a sample through a sequencer.  You can see how quickly organisms 

evolve and how they are related to each other.  There is even a machine now that allows us to make any 

sequence of DNA we like and therefore potentially design completely new organisms.  Would you like a 

dat (dog-cat) combination for a pet?   

Would you like to clone yourself so you could be in two places at the same time?  This is more 

problematic. To clone a plant you simply have to take a cutting and encourage it to grow roots or graft it 

onto root stock.  To clone an animal you have to take a body cell (somatic cell) and trick it into acting like 

an egg cell and growing a baby from scratch.  We don’t really know what it will mean to take a cell from 

a grown animal and turn it into a baby.   Will it grow old faster?  Will it be able to reproduce?  Dolly, the 

most famous cloned mammal, did give birth twice but got arthritis and lung disease and needed to be 

put down before she normally would have.  

Living systems are very good at growing and surviving and maintaining themselves.  We are getting to 

the point where we will be able to model living systems in previously non-living things, like designing 

roads that can repair themselves, or homework that can do itself (just kidding, but I know some students 

who Google everything to “do” their homework).  The more we learn about actual living systems, like 

our bodies, the more options we’ll have for treatment of ailments.  Cloning of our own organs seems 

near as do cancer treatments that kill only cancer cells.  Genetically modified seeds have been designed 

to grow better in particular environments.  Mosquitoes have been genetically modified so they can’t 

reproduce.  Such a strategy may make pesticides unnecessary for a variety of bugs.  Bacteria are being 

designed that can make drugs for us.   

Humans have been modifying our environment since we started talking and selecting for specific traits 

in plants and animals since the first agriculture.  These new genetic designing powers change the pace 

and scope of our influence over the environment and have greater potential dangers, which make many 

people scared and skeptical.  One thing is for sure, if we have the power, we will use it, so it is very 

important for as many people as possible to have some knowledge of what’s going on so that 

appropriate controls and safeguards can be used.   
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The Age of Connectivity 

This is where we currently are.  Most of us carry around in our pockets a smartphone, which is the 

equivalent of a TV studio and station, a navigational device drawing on 24 satellites in geosynchronous 

orbit, and a computer able to use the full power of the Internet for research and communication, simply 

by talking to it!   We began the story of you by talking about our ability to talk and how it probably made 

our brains grow and certainly made it possible for us grow our technology to this remarkable stage.  

Knowledge is power, they say.  Now knowledge is very democratic.  It’s getting harder and harder for 

closed societies to prevent their people from learning anything they want.  It’s also been said the truth 

will set you free.  I don’t think there can be any doubt that such communication ability will make the 

world a more open and tolerant place overall.   

In terms of the advance of science, communication is key.  At the time of Galileo scientists exchanged 

letters that would take months to get anywhere.   All scientific communication was usually in Latin.  

Galileo broke new ground when he published his main work in Italian and made it entertaining, as well, 

to encourage a large readership (even still, very few people could read at all!).  At the time of Newton, 

scientific societies gathered and published scientific findings.  Science was very nationalistic at this time.  

Emilie du Chatelet shockingly translated Newton’s great work on motion into French, shamelessly 

promoting an Englishman’s work (France and England were almost constantly at war). 

In the modern world, scientific papers published in magazines made out of paper were the main way 

scientific advances were shared until very recently.  This meant it might take many months before an 

advance and its lessons got out to the rest of the scientific community.  Today, with the Internet, 

scientists can share their breakthroughs and problems instantly.  Scientists can collaborate without 

having to be anywhere near each other.  They can sign up for list serves that give summaries (in science 

they’re called abstracts) of advances in each scientist’s specific field.  Photographs of new specimens can 

be shared immediately and identified.  Virtual surgery is being performed on battlefields by robots 

controlled by skilled surgeons safely in the U.S.  Computer assisted design (CAD) and virtual reality 

simulations make it possible to design new equipment and techniques quicker, safer and much cheaper.  

These abilities have accelerated the pace of scientific advance.   

 

The Future 

Most scientists are optimists, because they believe in progress.  Yes, there are always problems and 

unforeseen side effects of every discovery or new technology but history has shown definite progress in 

the betterment of humankind through science.  When I grew up everyone was worried about MAD, or 

mutually assured destruction from nuclear weapons after they were developed in WWII.   It is still grim 

but deaths from wars have leveled off to about 1 million per year since WWII, where they peaked at 12 

million!  

Recurring questions include: Will we run out of food?  Will we run out of land?  Will we run out of fresh 

water?  Won’t there eventually be too many people?  It hasn’t happened yet.  We’ve always come up 
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with new ways to produce more food and when people aren’t so poor they don’t want to have so many 

kids.   

Recently, plans for having food-producing skyscrapers in cities have been developed (with virtually no 

loss due to pests or transportation or processing).   The Earth is over 70% ocean: why not have floating, 

self-sustaining cities on the ocean?  (Read The Doodler, by me.) We will certainly terra-form other 

planets someday—meaning we will cultivate them like new Gardens of Eden to make it possible for us 

to live on them.  What ideas do you have for our future, after all, this is YOUR story! 
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BREATHING ROOM: Our Intimate Relationship with Air 

By Paul Cummins 

INTRODUCTION 

The interstellar travelers open the door to their shuttle craft and walk brazenly onto the surface of the 

alien world with nothing but their jumpsuits to protect them.   The beings they encounter look a lot like 

humans except for an extra brow ridge or funny ears and unusual clothing and they most likely speak 

English.  Cultural differences drive the plot and typically the newcomers can improve the lives of the 

aliens by transmitting some greater understanding of the need for openness and tolerance.   

The universe is indescribably vast with billions of galaxies containing billions of stars.  New exoplanets 

are being found every day, through the minute changes in light from stars that they pass in front of as 

they orbit, so there must certainly be countless other planets out there.   This suggests the likelihood 

that some support life and maybe some have more advanced civilizations than our own.   Being such 

social animals a compelling question is, “Are we alone in the universe?”  Perhaps not, yet other 

civilizations may be so far away that it doesn’t  make any difference because we’ll never know about 

each other.   
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Our science fiction travelers push a button and travel at the speed of light to find other life forms but, 

even at the speed of light it would take many years to get from star to star.  And, of course, there’s 

some physics to overcome: as objects get close to the speed of light they get heavier and heavier which 

makes it harder and harder to speed them up more.  (Protons in particle accelerators have been shown 

to double in mass as they accelerate, for example).   Then there’s what happens when your ship hits 

even the tiniest object when you’re going the speed of light.  Most shooting stars are grains of sand 

which ignite while going much slower than light as they run into the thin air high in the atmosphere.   

As of now, the biggest argument in favor of us being, for all practical purposes, alone in our sentience is 

that no one else has shown up.  Certainly any extraterrestrial visitors would have stood out well enough 

to make their existence more than speculative.   Even if it turns out we do have neighbors it’s 

tremendously important for us to appreciate how miraculous our situation is on Earth.   

We exist because our universe had slightly more matter than antimatter at its inception; the 

temperature was just right to allow heavier elements than hydrogen and helium to form; our rocky 

planet formed just the right distance from a star of just the right age, with a friendly giant, Jupiter, 

nearby to  protect it from most collisions, although countless early comet collisions seeded our oceans 

with water;  this rocky Earth had just the right composition to allow it to have a magnetic field, which 

protects us from dangerous charged space particles, yet with enough radioactive elements deep in it to 

have kept it from long ago freezing solid;  with just enough gravity to hold a substantial atmosphere: 

which brings us to the topic of this book:  Breathing Room.    

The only other planet in our solar system with such a substantial atmosphere is Venus, which has too 

much:  it’s almost all carbon dioxide and the pressure on Venus’ lead-melting surface in 92 times that of 

ours.  I guess the gas giants: Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune might be considered all atmosphere 

but there’s literally nothing to live on in them.  Strangely enough, the atmosphere most similar to ours is 

found on a moon:  Saturn’s Titan, made famous by Galileo as the first proof that everything doesn’t orbit 

the Earth.  Titan is about the size our own moon, has one and a half Earth’s air pressure, and mostly 

consists of nitrogen, just like ours.  No one knows why gobs of nitrogen would accumulate in air.  

Our atmosphere, along with surface water and soil, forms the biosphere:  a mere film on the outer 

surface of the earth which is the only place we can be sure life exists.   Water and dirt require respect 

because they need to be navigated and tilled, air we tend to ignore because we literally don’t feel it 

weighing on us, although its mass is equivalent to being under ten meters of water (our bodies just push 

back equal to it).  Soil, water and air interact in great intricacy to cycle the molecules essential to life but, 

again, air’s intangibility tends to allow us to ignore it, and ridicule its careful students: meteorologists.   

In order to encourage his listeners to remove themselves from the center of all their thinking, David 

Foster Wallace told a story of fish not knowing they are in water:   “There are these two young fish 

swimming along and they happen to meet an older fish swimming the other way, who nods at them and 

says ‘Morning, boys. How's the water?’ And the two young fish swim on for a bit, and then eventually 

one of them looks over at the other and goes ‘What is water?’”  

http://moreintelligentlife.com/story/david-foster-wallace-in-his-own-words 

http://moreintelligentlife.com/story/david-foster-wallace-in-his-own-words
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Similarly this article intends to remedy our benign negligence and give air more of the respect it’s due by 

covering its composition, architecture, weather, history, role in life, how it protects us and how we 

abuse it.   

O. Allen, Atmosphere, (1983), M.I. Budyko and A.B. Ronov, History of the Earth’s Atmosphere, (1987). 

 

Air’s Composition 

Trick question:  “Where does the sky begin?”  Answer:  At your feet!  Air is a fluid, like water but not a 

liquid.  Fluids have freely flowing molecules and tend to assume the shape of any container they’re in.  

So the air pushes all around us and conforms to our shape.   Air pressure on the surface of the earth is 

14.7 pounds per square inch—that’s about a ton per square foot!   The weight of the air causes more 

pressure on the bottom of objects than the top of them.  That’s what causes helium balloons to get 

pushed upwards in the air, just like a beach ball would jump upwards if you pushed it down into the 

water and suddenly let it go.  To get a helium balloon to float in the air you simply have to add weight to 

it until its weight matches the buoyant force of the air and it neither rises nor sinks anymore.   Objects 

float in a fluid when they displace an amount of fluid equal to their mass. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1YAOT92wuD8   Watch to see waves in air and air surfing! 

The “container” our atmosphere is in has no real boundaries except the bottom:  the surface of the 

earth.  Air has mass and therefore is pulled down by gravity (no one knows why gravity works but we 

know very well how it affects things with mass).   If you’ve seen dry ice placed in a liquid (cider at 

Halloween parties is fun) the resulting plume of gaseous carbon dioxide flows onto the floor because 

carbon dioxide is more massive than the predominant nitrogen in the atmosphere.   So the gas in the 

atmosphere just flows over the surface of the earth to a height of a few hundred miles.  Besides gas, the 

atmosphere contains dust, bacteria, fungus, and water.   The gaseous part contains 78% nitrogen, 21% 

oxygen, about 1 % argon, 0.036 % carbon dioxide and minute amounts of neon, helium, methane, 

krypton, hydrogen, xenon, and ozone.   The first 40-50 miles of the atmosphere is of uniform 

composition and contains 99% of the total mass of the atmosphere, which technically goes out about 

435 miles.   

Nitrogen atoms are held together in N2 molecules by a triple bond, one of the strongest known in 

nature.   These bonds are very hard to break and therefore the nitrogen in the air is difficult to get to 

react with any other substance.   This makes nitrogen hard to get out of the air.  It is also why explosives 

made with nitrogen compounds are so destructive.  When new bonds are formed in a chemical reaction, 

energy is given off: the stronger the new bonds formed the more energy is released.  It also means 

whenever we take a breath and bring lots of nitrogen into our lungs, it doesn’t have any effect, but 

provides a nice buffer for the oxygen that we do need.   Very small decreases in oxygen levels can have a 

dramatic effect on our bodies.  Just climbing a mountain can lead to sickness and death due to lower 

oxygen levels at higher elevations.  Too much oxygen can cause lung damage but only at very high 

levels.   Most of the life on earth now depends on oxygen but for much of the Earth’s history there was 

none…we’ll get to that in the history section. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1YAOT92wuD8
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Architecture of the Atmosphere 

 

 

http://www.ux1.eiu.edu/~cfjps/1400/atmos_origin.html 

 

Human activity mainly interacts with the troposphere:  our aircraft and weather occur here.   Look how 

the temperature drops as you go up in the troposphere!   Did you ever feel how cold a spray can gets 

when you use it—particularly those you spray your keyboard with?  As you decrease the pressure of a 

gas the molecules spread out and the average kinetic energy of the gas (its temperature) decreases.   

 

http://www.ux1.eiu.edu/~cfjps/1400/atmos_origin.html
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http://ocw.mit.edu/courses/earth-atmospheric-and-planetary-sciences/12-003-atmosphere-ocean-and-

climate-dynamics-fall-2008/labs/lab1-07/ 

 

That’s called adiabatic cooling and it’s why water vapor leaving lakes, rivers, plants, etc.,  turns to water 

droplets as it rises (no one really knows why these droplets gather in clouds though).  In the photo 

above the plane is breaking the sound barrier: making a sonic boom and a cloud due to the rapid change 

in pressure as the bow wave of sound breaks over the plane.  

Adiabatic cooling also points out the difference between temperature and thermal energy.   

Temperature is the average kinetic energy of a substance.  Each molecule has its own kinetic energy, for 

example, in boiling water some molecules have enough energy to leave the surface of the water 

(evaporate), others have much less but their average is measured at 100 o C.  The thermal energy of a 

substance measures the total amount of heat energy it contains, not the average, so a hot cup of coffee 

has much less thermal energy than a frozen lake because the lake has so much more mass.  Therefore 

we must recognize that as we go further from the earth we’re talking about many fewer particles to run 

into.  This is why you are able to stick your hand into an oven at a temperature of 425oF to get your pizza 

out, and not get burned, but reaching into boiling water at 220o F would be disastrous.  With the boiling 

water your hand is going to run into many more high energy particles than in the oven.   

Notice the ozone layer in the stratosphere.  The ozone layer protects us from UV (ultraviolet) light from 

the Sun (UV light causes sunburn and can breakdown DNA in our skin cells and turn them cancerous).  In 

the stratosphere energy is being used to split oxygen molecules that form the ozone layer.  Ozone is O3, 

oxygen is O2, sunlight splits O2 into O and they combine with O2 to make O3 !   

The mesosphere cools to far below the coldest places on earth, because there is no ozone left.  If clouds 

form here they contain only ice.   In the thermosphere the air is thinning so much temperature becomes 

meaningless because it is very high, yet it would feel cold to us!   

I don’t know about you but these explanations of different layers of air don’t feel very satisfying and give 

me a greater appreciation for meteorologists, who only deal with the troposphere, which actually has 

the most complicated air movement of all the layers.   

http://ocw.mit.edu/courses/earth-atmospheric-and-planetary-sciences/12-003-atmosphere-ocean-and-climate-dynamics-fall-2008/labs/lab1-07/
http://ocw.mit.edu/courses/earth-atmospheric-and-planetary-sciences/12-003-atmosphere-ocean-and-climate-dynamics-fall-2008/labs/lab1-07/
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http://forces.si.edu/atmosphere/04_00_01.html 
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What’s Weather? 

Weather is the condition of the atmosphere at a particular place and time.   Meteorologists talk about  

temperature, precipitation, wind speed, and areas of high and low pressure.   George Carlin as the Hippy 

Dippy Weather Man once said, while pointing at a weather map,  “There’s Lows all over the place…what 

this country needs is a good High, man!” 

The Sun shines and the Earth rotates.   As far as weather is concerned these seem to be the only 

constants.  As the Earth orbits the Sun the angle of its axis presents direct sunlight in the north during 

the summer and indirect sunlight in the north during the winter (the Earth is actually closer to the Sun in 

the north’s winter months.)  This is what causes the seasons.   The rotation of the Earth causes winds to 

swirl, like in hurricanes, due to the Coriolis effect  (which only affects very large systems, not toilets).   

Friction with the atmosphere is actually slowing down the Earth’s rotation—the days are getting a little 

longer because of this.   

Heat from the Sun warms air, hot air rises because it is less dense than cold air, cold air comes to fill in 

its place and we get wind.  This is what causes the wind to blow from the sea during the day and the 

land during the night (water and land have different specific heats, or ability to retain heat… sand heats 

up faster than water during the day, then the land cools faster during the night.)  The amount of heat 

(technically infrared radiation from the Sun, which is NOT visible) reaching the surface depends on many 

factors:  the amount of heat the Sun is producing (there are 11 year cycles of this), cloud cover, 

pollution, dust, moisture in the air, and type of surfaces: water, desert, forest, city.  The jet stream is 

caused by temperature differences between the poles and the equator.   

 

http://www.srh.noaa.gov/jetstream/global/jet.htm 

Ocean currents both moderate and exacerbate weather.   Along the coasts they generally reduce 

temperature fluctuations, but large masses of water with unusual temperature, like El Nino (too warm) 

and La Nina (too cold) can have negative effects, as do hurricanes helped along by warm water in the 

tropics.     

Underwater earthquakes cause tsunamis which are water waves of enormous wavelength that are 

barely noticeable in the open ocean but bunch up when they hit a coast and can wash whole cities away.   

 

 

http://www.srh.noaa.gov/jetstream/global/jet.htm
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History of the Atmosphere 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LDTxNZZwoZo  One minute history of the atmosphere! 

Our atmosphere has been relatively unchanged for 5 million years, which isn’t a very long time 

compared to the history of the earth.  The earth started out very hot and deadly, pretty much all lava.  

Gasses given off probably included methane, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, water vapor, nitrogen 

and hydrogen.  About 4 billion years ago the earth cooled enough for the oceans to form.  Currently, 

wherever we find water we find life.  Life began in the earth’s oceans about 3.5 billion years ago, 

probably around hydrogen vents at the bottom of the ocean.  The first life did not use sunlight for 

energy nor oxygen to utilize that energy, because there wasn’t any.    

The first oxygen-producing organisms, cyanobacteria, sometimes mistakenly called blue-green algae, 

evolved early on.  They combined carbon dioxide and water into carbohydrates using the energy from 

the sun.  They “burned” these carbohydrates in oxygen to get their energy through a process called 

cellular respiration.   A common misperception is that green plants produce oxygen as a waste product.   

Cellular respiration is the opposite of photosynthesis: the products of one are the inputs of the other.  

This grand cycle is what makes all complex life possible on earth.  Ending at photosynthesis, for plants, 

would be like saying all we need to do is buy groceries, not eat them to get our energy.   We respire,  

that is,  breathe, so that oxygen can get into our cells so that cellular respiration can take place in our 

mitochondria, and so that waste carbon dioxide from cellular respiration can leave our bodies, which 

then helps with photosynthesis.   Plants make oxygen for themselves!   But, fortunately, extra oxygen 

leaks out so we can breathe it in.  This is what happened with cyanobacteria in the oceans and green 

plants that evolved on earth.  Currently the oceans provide us with at least 60% of our oxygen and the 

rest comes from fresh water and land plants.   

Human activity affects all other organisms.   We have taken free-living creatures and bred them to suit 

our purposes so that turkeys are in danger of drowning when they drink water due to their breast meat 

and cows are walking bags of milk (some cows produce 120 pounds of milk per day!).   We’ve cut down 

forests and drained wetlands.   We’ve used production techniques that deplete the soil, pollute the 

water and kill helpful insects.   Some of our mines destroy whole mountains.   We leave our trash 

everywhere and pollute the air with our cars and industries.   

As the only organism on earth aware of its effect on other creatures, we have not been all bad.  The 

interconnectedness of all life is becoming more and more apparent.   One successful  intervention 

concerned the ozone layer mentioned above.   Ozone protects us from harmful UV radiation.  Widely 

used compounds called CFCs were used in spray cans and as coolants.  In the late 1970’s it was 

determined that the chlorine in these compounds was breaking apart O3 into O2 before UV radiation 

could, therefore letting more UV radiation in.  That’s why chorine is such a good disinfectant—it’s so 

reactive that it rips apart cell membranes.  It took 20 years and 190 countries cooperating to finally 

eliminate the production of CFCs so the ozone layer is now repairing itself.   

Recent controversy involves the human impact on long run temperature increases on earth: global 

warming.  The earth has had many changes in climate since its birth but it has seen the single largest 

increase in carbon dioxide in the atmosphere over the last hundred years.  Guess who’s put millions of 

tons of carbon dioxide into the air over the last 100 years by burning more and more coal and gasoline?  

The problem with more carbon dioxide in the air is that it acts like the glass in your car and keeps the 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LDTxNZZwoZo
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heat in when the sun shines, like a greenhouse.   A few more degrees over time can make a big 

difference.  The arctic ice caps have thawed during the summer for the first time in history.  They may 

thaw permanently in a matter of decades.  If more ice melts it will raise ocean levels and coastland (like 

where most cities are!) will disappear.   Major agricultural regions will shift north and newly arid regions 

will need more freshwater, potentially leading to demographic and political problems.   

http://teachertech.rice.edu/Participants/louviere/struct.html  Composition of early atmosphere. 

http://www.els.net/WileyCDA/ElsArticle/refId-a0001670.html  Cyanobacteria use one chamber for both 

photosynthesis and respiration.  

 

Human Understanding of Air 

The whole premise of this little study is that it’s easy to take air for granted because we can’t really see 

it or feel it—like fish swimming in water:  “What’s water?”  Science is all about noticing things.  

Technology continues to expand our senses and helps us to notice more:  telescopes, microscopes, gas 

chromatographs…  What humans noticed first about air was weather.   We can see clouds, precipitation 

and feel the wind.   About 450 BC the Greeks decided that everything was made up of four elements:  

earth, water, air and fire.   The idea that fire was distinct from air lead to the concept of phlogiston.  Up 

until the late 1700’s, fire was thought to be caused by phlogiston, which was contained in any substance 

capable of burning.  Then Joseph Priestly ignited mercury oxide with sunlight through a magnifying glass, 

which resulted in liquid mercury and an invisible substance that made candles burn brighter—oxygen!   

We also have Priestley to thank for carbonated water and laughing gas (which is now used as an 

anesthetic –maybe in your dentist’s office).  Lavoisier successfully weighed oxygen and hydrogen that he 

separated from water then recombined them to show that everything (even gasses in the air!) is made 

up of regular proportions of chemical elements.   He proved burning was the breakdown of substances 

in the presence of oxygen.    

Once it was proven that air was a gas made up of distinct substances, the battle was on to find them all!  

The solution came from the process used to make distilled spirits: booze!   A mash made from fruits or 

grains ferments naturally.  (You may have noticed that apple cider left in the refrigerator for a long time 

eventually gets tangy—that’s alcohol!   Fresh fruit juice of any kind may contain up to 4% alcohol.)   

Alcohol in the mash evaporates at a lower temperature than the water in the mash so it condenses first 

in a winding tube cooled with cold water.  This is called fractional distillation, meaning each fraction, or 

different part of the substance, distills at a different temperature.   With gasses the trick is turning them 

into a liquid first.  Nitrogen, the main component of air, doesn’t liquefy until it gets down to -196o C!   

There is no refrigerator that can get this cold without using liquid nitrogen itself (or maybe liquid helium 

which liquefies at -269o C!)   

 

http://teachertech.rice.edu/Participants/louviere/struct.html
http://www.els.net/WileyCDA/ElsArticle/refId-a0001670.html
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http://oceanservice.noaa.gov/education/yos/resource/JetStream/synoptic/clouds.htm 

 

Remember our discussion of adiabatic cooling from early on in this article?  Temperature is reduced 

without any transfer of heat (cooling is normally the removal of heat) by lowering the pressure.  This 

happens when water vapor turns to liquid water, then eventually ice crystals as it rises in the 

atmosphere.  When you use a spray can, like for cleaning your keyboard, it gets really cold as the liquid 

in the can turns to a gas.  Well, they got the gas into a liquid in the can by pressing down on it—or 

pressurizing it.  In order to get colder and colder you pressurize the gas, release it into a vacuum, then 

pressurize it again, then release in into a vacuum again—all in well insulated containers.   To collect any 

one kind of gas you bleed it off while it is still a gas and the others are liquids.   

This gets us to the early 1900’s when world populations were expanding after the influx of new crops 

from the Americas, mainly corn and potatoes, and the use of ancient guano and other organic fertilizers 

were reaching their limits.  During WWI, natural fertilizers where also being used for manufacturing 

explosives.   

Many of us have the view that plants basically eat soil.  In fact, most of their “food” comes from the air, 

directly through carbon dioxide.  The rest of their nutrients do come through their roots from nitrogen-

fixing bacteria.  As we’ve said, nitrogen in the air as N2 is very content.   The triple bond holding the 

molecule together is extremely strong and consequently N2 is very unreactive—which is good because 

the alternatives for atmospheres nearby are ammonia and carbon dioxide.  However, nitrogen is an 

essential component of proteins in our bodies.   Proteins form many structures and regulate most 

functions in our bodies.  DNA does its job by dictating what proteins are made and when:  up to 20,000 

different ones throughout our bodies, with maybe 2,000 different kinds in each cell.  Proteins are what 

http://oceanservice.noaa.gov/education/yos/resource/JetStream/synoptic/clouds.htm
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makes a heart cell different from a nose cell, different from a sex cell, etc.   Nitrogen gets into the soil 

naturally through decay or manure or a little through lightning strikes, but mainly through bacteria that 

combine it with oxygen and put it into a form plants can absorb through their roots (nitrates and 

nitrites).  But since the air is 78% nitrogen what if we could combine it with oxygen ourselves?   

This is what the Germans sought to do in the early 1900’s because they had no source of fertilizer to 

make bombs.   Haber and Bosch succeeded after many attempts by combining natural gas and air under 

high pressure and temperature using an osmium catalyst (catalysts are substances that assist a reaction 

but don’t get used up—like enzymes in our bodies—that which allows us to digest milk sugar is called 

lactase, for example).  Current processes use an iron catalyst.   Haber and Bosch produced other deadly 

products for the Nazis and their process lead to most of the destruction caused by WWI and II, yet 

without commercial fertilizer, five billion more people could not have been added to the world’s 

population since the end of WWII.  

Another war-related use of pressurized gasses led to space flight, which began with research during 

WWII (the V-2 Rockets).  Liquid hydrogen is burnt in liquid oxygen (there is neither in outer space) to 

propel rockets into space.  Once there, nitrogen and other compressed gasses are used to make 

adjustments using retro-rockets.   

Conclusion 

Air is all around us and as crucial a fluid as the water we know so well.  Our atmosphere has a history as 

tentative as our species, which now realizes that neither the oceans nor the atmosphere are limitless sinks 

for our waste.  Human understanding of air has paralleled scientific history and hopefully our greater 

appreciation of air will direct further scientific endeavors towards its protection.   

 

 

 

 


